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Anna: Hello, I'm Anna Jones and in today’s programme we’re going to be talking to a 

BBC journalist who reports from all over the world.  

 

 Mark Doyle works for the BBC World Service as a World Affairs 

Correspondent – his job involves travelling to different countries to report on a 

variety of things including economic and political issues and wars. Which 

continent has he reported from a lot? 

 

Mark Doyle 

I’ve reported on a whole variety of issues mostly concerning the developing or the third 

world particularly in Africa I’ve reported a lot of elections - I’ve reported a lot of political 

activity by the political actors there both local and international, the United Nations and so 

on… And I’ve also reported on unfortunately a lot of conflicts and wars in various countries.  

 

Anna: Well the continent that Mark has reported from a lot is Africa – he has covered 

elections as well as wars in various countries in Africa. A word he uses which 

means the same as war is “conflict.”  He has also reported from developing 

countries in other parts of the world  – a developing or third world country is 

one which is poorer and has less advanced industries than countries in the 

developed world. He also speaks about the “political actors” - these are people 

who take part in discussions regarding a country’s political future – they 

include international organisations like the United Nations and local 

government and non-governmental organisations.  
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 One of the West African countries where Mark has spent a lot of time is 

Liberia. Liberia was in a state of civil war for several years and most of its 

infrastructure – its basic services such as power and water supplies and 

transport – were destroyed during the war. However Mark describes a place in 

the capital of Liberia, Monrovia, which is an example of how people are trying 

to rebuild their lives after the war. What is the place he describes?  

 

Mark Doyle 

I know of a school in Monrovia, the capital of Liberia, where the teachers and pupils there 

have overcome the most extraordinary difficulties to create a school in the middle of a swamp 

basically and with a tiny bit of assistance from the outside – from the United Nations and 

private charities and so on – they’ve managed to create a school where you can now instead of 

hearing guns blazing as was the case during the war years, you can hear children laughing. 

 

Anna: He describes a school which has been built near a swamp – a swamp is an area 

of very wet, soft land. He says that with a small amount of help or assistance 

from outside organisation, the teachers and pupils “have overcome the most 

extraordinary difficulties,” – they’ve managed to deal with some very difficult 

situations and succeed in creating a school. He says instead of hearing guns 

“blazing” – instead of hearing guns being fired - you can hear children 

laughing. But what kind of qualities do you need to do a job like this? Mark 

describes one of the qualities needed to get things done in a difficult situation. 

What does he describe? 

 

Mark Doyle 

One of the main things that you need is to be very, very persistent. The logistics of covering 

many stories whether physical logistics like trying to get plane tickets to a place that doesn’t 

have regular air travel where there’s perhaps no telephones that work, no electricity and no 

food or water does require a lot of persistence and not to take no for an answer but to try and 
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persist in getting to the story – I think that’s probably the main thing that you need to be good 

at.   

 

Anna: Mark says you need to be “very, very persistent,” which means you continue to 

do something in a very determined way. He talks about the logistics of 

reporting a story – if you talk about the logistics of something then you are 

talking about the careful organisation of a complicated activity so that it 

happens in a successful way. So for example he says that you may need to 

travel to a place that doesn’t have telephones or good communications systems 

so it requires a lot of determination to be able to get there and report the story. 

So what stands out for Mark while doing the job of a world affairs 

correspondent? What will he remember? 

  

Mark Doyle 

I have to admit that job that personally the things that stand out for me and I’ll remember will 

be the great privilege I’ve had to visit some fantastic parts of the world and actually be paid to 

do that. Whether I’ve been driving through the jungles of Liberia or through the deserts of 

Sudan or seeing volcanoes in Rwanda and meeting the most fantastically interesting people 

and as I say being paid to do that has been a great privilege.  

 

Anna: Mark says that he will always remember the great privilege – the special 

opportunities and advantages that the job has given him. His job has allowed 

him to visit some extraordinary places in the world including the jungles - the 

tropical forests in Liberia. The deserts – the large sandy and very dry areas of 

land in Sudan and the volcanoes in Rwanda– mountains with holes at the top 

through which gases and dust have been forced out. Well that’s all for now – 

join us next time. 

 


